Teaching English Language Learners (TELL)
Program Materials List 2011

These items are currently available for purchase/licensing from BYU at the following web site:
tell.byu.edu

Items marked with an asterisk (*) must be purchased from the publishers.

Inclusive Pedagogy Conceptual Framework for BEEDE
Inclusive Pedagogy Instructional Guide ($40) BYU TELL Store MK 025

TELL 400 Foundations in Education for English Language Learners
- Foundations of Bilingual Education—Instructional Guide ($40) BYU TELL Store MK 014
- Foundations of Bilingual Education—Video Segments (obtained via licensing agreement)
- Bilingual/ESL Program and Practices Case CD-ROM ($25) BYU TELL Store MK 033
- *PreK-12 English Language Proficiency Standards 2006 by TESOL, Inc. (888-891-0041) ($18)

TELL 410 Second Language Acquisition
- Understanding Language Acquisition—Instructional Guide ($40) BYU TELL Store MK 015
- Understanding Language Acquisition—Video Segments (obtained via licensing agreement)
- Second Language Acquisition Case—CD-ROM (3-CD set) ($40) BYU TELL Store MK 023

TELL 420 Assessing Linguistically Diverse Students
- Assessment for Linguistically Diverse Students—Instructional Guide ($40) BYU TELL Store MK 016
- Assessment for Linguistically Diverse Students—Video Segments (obtained via licensing agreement)
- Assessment Literacy Case—CD-ROM ($25) BYU TELL Store MK 011
- *Authentic Assessment for English Language Learners: Practical Approaches for Teachers by O’Malley and Pierce (Pearson Education 1-800-922-0579) ($30) ISBN 02-0159-1510

TELL 430 Developing K-12 Literacy in a Second Language
- Developing Second Language Literacy—Instructional Guide ($40) BYU TELL Store MK030
- Early Childhood Literacy Case—CD-ROM ($25) BYU TELL Store MK 012
- Adolescent Literacy Case—CD-ROM ($25) BYU TELL Store MK 027
- Second Language Literacy Case—CD-ROM (4-CD set) ($40)

TELL 440 Content-Based Language Instruction
- Integrating Content and Language Instruction—Instructional Guide ($40) BYU TELL Store MK 034

ELEMENTARY CD-ROMS (for ece and el ed majors):
- Teaching Alive Case ELEMENTARY—CD-ROM ($30) BYU TELL Store MK 022
- The Sheri Galarza Pre-School Case—CD-ROM ($25) BYU TELL Store MK 021
- Lucia Villarreal Case (Language Arts)—CD-ROM ($25) BYU TELL Store MK 028

SECONDARY CD-ROMS (for sc ed majors):
- Teaching Alive Case SECONDARY—CD-ROM ($30) BYU TELL Store MK 024
- Craig Cleveland Case (High School Social Science)—CD-ROM ($25) BYU TELL Store MK 019
- Mara Mills Case (High School Science)—CD-ROM ($25) BYU TELL Store MK 020

TELL 450 Family, School, and Community Partnerships
- Family, School, and Community Partnerships—Instructional Guide ($40) BYU TELL Store MK017
- NEW Second Language Parent and Family Involvement Case ($40) BYU TELL Store MK 039
- *National Standards Handbook by National Parent-Teacher Association (1-800-733-6786) ($4.00) or www.nationaleducationalservice.com

ESL Practicum TELL 477R
- Practicum Instructional Guide BYU Academic Publishing (Winter 07)
- Packet of BEEDE Frameworks Posters ($4.95) BYU Academic Publishing BYU TELL Store MK037